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DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF YITZ HERSTEEN 
A well-known theorem of Levitzki asserts that a niE left ideal of a left 
Noetherian ring R must be nilpotent. In [a], erstein conjectured that the 
following rather nice generalisation of Levitzki’s Theorem should hold: 
msmm’s CONJECTURE. Suppose that IC J are left ideals of a left 
Noefherian ring R such that J is nil over I, in the sense that for each a E J 
there exists a natural number n such that an E I. Then J is ~i~~ote~t ower I; 
that is, J” c I for some m. 
erstein proved the conjecture in the following cases: (i) when 
olynomial identity, and (ii) when there exists a uniform bound 
that a* E I for all a E 9. The conjecture was one that interested him 
for the rest of his life and he returned to it in 133, w 
following result: Suppose that R is a left Artinian ring 
a left ideal of R, and A a subring of R that is nil over k. 
some m. 
In this note we prove that Herstein’s conjecture is true in a number of 
other spe6ial cases. 
THEOREM. Let R be a left Noetherian ring with left ideals IC J such that 
J is nil over I. Then J is nilpotent over I in the following cases: 
(a) when J/I is a ieft Artinian ~-~~od~le~ 
(b) when R is a left fully bounded ring; 
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(cl when R is a simple ring; 
(d) when R = ZG is the integral group ring of a poly-cyclic by finite 
group G. 
(Of this result, parts (b), (c), and (d) are easy consequences of part (a) 
and its proof.) 
1. THE RESULT 
Fix a left Noetherian ring R with left ideals Zc J such that J is nil over 
I. Then we are interested in circumstances that force J to be nilpotent over 
I. It will be convenient to prove many of the results by induction on the 
(Rentschler-Gabriel) Krull dimension of a module M, and this will be 
denoted by Kdim M. The module M is called a-critical for some ordinal CI 
if K dim M= a but K dim a< a for every proper factor module M of M. 
We lirst note that there are two easy reductions that can be made: 
(1.1) Without loss of generality, R contains an identity (as adding an 
identity to R does not affect the hypotheses). 
(1.2) Without loss of generality, one may assume that J/Z is a-critical for 
some ordinal CI and that e-ann J/Z= /-ass J/Z is a prime ideal. (By [4, 
Lemma 6.2.101 every Noetherian module has a critical submodule. Thus a 
Noetherian induction proves that there exists a chain of left ideals 
J=J,,EI . . . 3 Jo = Z such that, for each i, Jj/J,- i is ai-critical for some 
ordinal cli, and e-ann J,/J,- I = /-ass Ji/Ji- r. Now, Ji is nil over Jip 1 and 
in order to prove that J is nilpotent over Z it suffices to show that Ji is 
nilpotent over Ji- 1 for each i.) 
A more subtle reduction is provided by the next result. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. One may further assume that L-ass J/Z= e-ann J/Z= 0. 
More precisely, suppose that the following statement holds for some ordinal CC 
Let I’ c J’ be left ideals of a prime factor ring R’ of 
R such that J’ is nil over Z’ and either (a) J’/Z’ is 
u-critical with e-ass Jr/Z’ = 0, or (b) K dim J’/Z’ < u. 
Then J’ is nilpotent over I’. (1.3.1) 
Let ZC J be left ideals of R such that J is nil over Z and K dim J/Z< u. Then 
J is nilpotent over I. 
Proof. As in (1.2), we may assume that J/Z is a-critical and that 
/-ann J/Z= e-ass J/Z= P, for some prime ideal P. Consider Jn P. If 
J n P E Z, then J + P/Z + P r J/Z is u-critical with J + P nil over Z + P. Thus 
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(l.3.1), with R’ = R/P, implies that (J+ P)” E: Z+ B for some svs. T~~ref~~$~ 
J” E (I-!- P) n J = Z, as required. 
Thus we may assume that Jn P $L Z. Fix 
uJGZ’JEZ. If FEZ, then (a+b)‘~Z for s 
equation therefore implies that b’+ la E Z 
: ka E I>. Since K2 P, this in turn implies that, for each c E I+ 
re exists an integer s such that es E K. Hence Z+ P is nii over (Z+ P) n 
(Z+P)/(Z+P)nKz(I+P+K)/Kc 
is either c+-critical or zero. Since PC (Z-t P) n K, (1.31) again irn~~~es t 
(Z+ B)’ c (Z+ P) n KS K, for some integer t. Thus Z”a c 6. Choose v? 
minimal such that Z”a EL Then there exists b 
t bac# I but ZRba cl. Therefore, (I+ 
( i Z)* E I. Finally, as J/Z is a-critical, K 
and so (1.3.1) implies that J” G Rba + Z for scme lnteg 
required. 
e are now ready to prove our first main result. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that Z c J are left ideals of a left ~oet~@~~~~ ring 
such that J is nil over I and that J/Z is left Artinian. Then 
teger n. 
~~~~~~. An easy consequence of the theorem is t at Jscl !a, where 
s = ~e~gtb(J/Z~~ To see this, suppose that J? Ji 3 J2 -2 ZY with Jr/J, si 
Then either JJl G J, or JJ, + J, = J, En the latter case, J”JI -I-J, = 
all IE, contradicting the conclusion of the theorem. Now apply the obvious 
induction. 
BroofY By (1.2) and Proposition 1.3, we may assume that J/Z is sim 
with t-am JlZ= 0. See 
8 = (maximal left ideals M of /Ad-r J/Z). 
bserve that elements of 0 may be regarded as left a~~ib~~ators f elements 
of J/Z. Thus 0 = n {ME 0 > and so there exis 
For such an M there exists a E J\Z with the 
all such pairs {M, a) choose one, say (M, 
and a,2 E Z with n as small as possible. If a2 $ Z, then some NE 
The choice of {M, u} therefore forces Z c IV. Thus 
Ju2= (Z+Ra”-‘)a2cI 
ether or not ~1’ EI). 
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Next, pick m E M and b E I such that m + b = 1. Thus, for any f E R, 
fba=fa-fma-fa (mod I). (1.4.2) 
Pick an integer r such that (a+ b)‘EZ. Then 0~ (a+ b)‘= (a+ b)r-l a 
(mod I). Suppose that (a+ b)‘a=O (mod I) for some i32. Then, using 
(1.4.1) and (1.4.2), 
O=(a+b)‘a~(a+b)‘~‘a2+(a+b)‘-‘bu=(u+b)’-’a (mod I). 
By induction, this implies that (u-t b)a = 0 (mod Z). By (1.4.2), this in turn 
implies that 0 3 a2 + ba E a2 + a (mod I). But an E I. Thus a E R(u2 + a) + 
Ru” G 1, giving the required contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let Ic J be left ideals of a left Noetherian ring R such 
that JR = R (for example, this is the case if R is a simple ring). If J is nil 
over I, then J= I. 
Remark. I thank C. A. Dean for pointing out this application of 
Theorem 1.4. 
Proof: If I# J, pick a left ideal K, with 1~ Kc J, such that J/K is 
simple. Then, for some integer n, Kz J” = (JR)“-’ J= J, a contradiction. 
A module A4 over a ring R is called residually simple if 
0 = fl {maximal submodules M’ of M). 
An R-module N is called poly-residually simple if there exists a chain of 
submodules N=N,xN,-iz . . . 3 N,=O such that each N,/N,-, is 
residually simple. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let R be a left Noetherian ring and suppose that either 
(4 every finitely generated left R-module is residually simple, or 
(b) R = ZG is the integral group ring of a poly-cyclic by finite 
group G. 
Then Herstein’s conjecture holds for R. 
Proof If IC J are left ideals of R such that J is nil over Z and J/I is 
residually simple, then J2cZ, by the remark after Theorem 1.4. Part (a) 
now follows by induction, while part (b) follows from part (a), combined 
with Cl, Theorem A]. 
Finally, we have 
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ROQOSITION 1.7. Suppose that R is a left fully bounded, left Noet 
ring. Then erstein’s conjecture holds for 
emark. In particular, this groves erstein’s conjecture for left 
~oet~~ria~ rings that satisfy a polynomial id-entity, t ereby giving anot 
prsof of [2, Theorem 25. 
BrooJ Let LX be an ordinal. By induction we may suppose t 
jecture holds for left ideals I’ E J’ with K dim Jlj1’ =C L Now let 
ideals Q with Kdim J/I= x and such that J is nil over I. 
1.3, we y assume that J/I is a-critical and that 6-ann J/ 
y the definition of a fully bounded ring, this implies that I is not essential 
as a submodule of J. Thus there exists a non-zero left ideal KG J 
KnI=O. If aGK, then a”EKnJ=O, for sme integer n. 
Eevitzki’s Theorem, K’ = 0, for some r. is a prime ring and 
a contradiction. 
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